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Dear Parents, 

 

Preschool is off to a great start!  Thank you so much for allowing us the opportunity to 

have your child in our class.  We are enjoying these children very much and getting to 

know them has been a lot of fun! 

October will be a month of SHAPES, DINOSAURS and the formal beginning of BIBLE.  

Please note that ‘Show-n-Tell’ begins this month.  Check your calendar for the specific 

day.  The kids may bring one toy, book, picture etc.  This is the only time of the month 

that they are allowed to bring toys to school.  Please help your child to limit it to one 

item.   

Please notice on your calendar that school pictures will be taken this month and that 

there will be no school Thursday or Friday, October 19th and 20th due to staff 

development.   

The date for the school-wide ‘Knight at the Auction’ has been set for Saturday, 

November 11th.  Each class is encouraged to donate a ‘basket’ to this event.  Preschool 

will donate two baskets and our themes are as follows: Girl Dress-Up Basket and Boy 

Dress-Up Basket. If you are able or willing to donate an item for either of these baskets 

please send them to our classroom as soon as you would like. If anyone would like to 

make monetary contributions towards any of the baskets please let me know. Again, 

this is voluntary and NOT mandatory.  Thank you!  

We hope your child has enjoyed this first month of preschool.  For some it can be a 

difficult transition.  Moving as a group, separating from parents, listening, following 

directions, making friends, adjusting to ‘sharing’ the teacher with the other students are 

all skills that take time to master.  Some children pick it up quickly while others take a 

little more time.  Hang in there parents; they are doing great!   

 

Blessings!       

 Mrs. K (Knutson) 


